Low Speed HS63
Models: Accessories

Distribution: Parts Date: 10-2007 Binder: Parts Replaces:

The software for low-speed for HS63 has not been released in time, therefore the introduction has been delayed. Software is now available from week 41.

Part numbers:

From VARA

HS63A E
Low-speed (software) 3887807
Low speed (hardware) 3849337

HS631V E
Low-speed (software) 3887807
Low-speed (hardware) 3849338

AFTERMARKET (From Gent)

Retrofit HS63A E (for EVC-C)
Low-speed (software) 3887807
Low-speed (hardware) 3849339

Retrofit HS631V E (for EVC-C)
Possible only on engines delivered from Vara after week 07.19
Low-speed (software) 3887807
Low-speed (hardware) 3849338